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“String of Pearls” 

 
 

Description: 

We see them and we are amazed by them…  The gems, bubbles, and baubles that adorn 
Zentangle work. In planning for this class, we thought it would be fun to put our gem focus on 
the inspiration of Jewelry! Besides doing Gems, (Heather's easy way and with multiple colors) 
we will look at Pearls, Diamonds, Rhinestones. THEN, we will look at Bezels and creating 
Metallic looks if we have time. We are definitely kicking this one up a notch from the last one.  

 
Please read all of this information prior to paying for the class (paying = registering). Contact me 
with any questions. 
Tangle Addicts Club Members will be automatically registered. (Info on Membership: 
http://tangleaddicts.com/tangle-addicts-club/ 
 

Items you will need: 
 

      Paper tiles or nice quality paper to work on. (Color doesn’t matter, but good to have some 
sort of toned paper as well as anything else so you can try things.) 

      Colored pencils. Must have white. Colorless blender, optional. (Recommend a good quality 
colored pencil, like Prismacolor, to provide the best results.) 

      White Gel pen (If you have different sizes – great!) 

      White Charcoal pencil 

      Pens: Microns or other fine liners, in black, and other colors. 

      Pencil (graphite – regular No.2 is great) 

      Tortillion or stump (Or maybe cotton swab, to blend.) 

      Anything else you wish to have handy for whatever may strike you, creatively. 
 
 
Need to purchase supplies? Go to: http://tangleaddicts.com/the-store/ 
 
**LOGIN NOTES: I do not use Zoom - I use a platform called Online Meeting - URL is 
GoMeet.com Here is a link for technical info: 
https://support.serverdata.net/.../arti.../detail/a_id/15704. 
 
If after you click the link, your browser looks for an application - just hit CANCEL. 
 

https://support.serverdata.net/.../arti.../detail/a_id/15704
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You will receive a link via email from Online Meeting about 10-15 minutes prior to the start 
time. 

Session etiquette: We kindly ask that everyone keep their webcams off, and mic's muted 
during the class so everyone has a great experience. Use the chat feature for questions (and 
fun!). At the end, we have the "big reveal" and everyone that wants to, opens their webcams to 
show off their results - and so I can take a screenshot. 

I usually log on 5-10 minutes early to get myself set up. Feel free to jump on early to do the 

same. 🙂 If you get an error when logging in, try again. It could be that I haven't started the 
meeting yet, but sometimes, I have a weird error where I just have to try again. 
 
For best results: 
Make sure your device is plugged in or has a good charge. 
Be close to your WiFi Source and if you can be the only person on your WiFi, that helps with 
bandwidth. 
Exit other programs on your computer or device. 
Mute yourself, especially if you have noise in your background. 
 
Be ready to have some creative fun!! 
 
I will take a screenshot at the end, and will share via email and post, and appreciate if you email 
me a picture of your work. Heather@tangleaddicts.com I am adding them to a gallery on my 
site for all to see and share. 
 


